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INTRODUCTION 
 

he B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) is a disease 

with a very low proliferative activity. It is characterized by 

the accumulation of clonal B-lymphocytes that seem to be 

arrested in early G0/G1 phase of the cell-cycle. Although the 

pathogenesis of the disease remains largely unknown, several 

investigators have focused on the possible role of cytogenetic 

aberrations in defective apoptosis, and deregulation of cell-cycle 

regulatory genes. This may lead to expansion of malignant clone 

(Dewald et al., 2003). 

The CLL is often diagnosed when an elevated lymphocyte 

count is discovered incidentally during routine complete blood cell 

count (CBC). Immunophenotyping (IP) and cytogenetic evaluation 

allow increased diagnostic precision, and distinguish CLL from 

other chronic lymphoproliferative disorders (LPDs) (Nowakowski 

et al., 2005). 

 Despite its homogeneity at cellular level, B-CLL is 

clinically heterogeneous. Some patients survive for a long-time 

without therapy, while others progress towards more advanced 

stages and die despite aggressive treatment. Numerous studies 

have aimed at determining reliable prognostic markers capable of 

predicting the progression, and outcome of the disease. 

Techniques, including chromosomal analysis by conventional 

cytogenetics and molecular techniques have been applied (Reddy, 

2006).  
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Clonal chromosomal aberrations are detected in 

approximately 40-50% of B-CLL patients and in higher 

percentage when using molecular techniques such as fluorescence 

in-situ hybridization (FISH), polymerase chain reaction (PCR), 

and comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) (Glassman and 

Hayes, 2005). 

  When using conventional chromosome banding analysis, 

most studies find trisomy (+12) to be the most frequent 

chromosome aberration. It is associated with an atypical 

morphology and IP, a high proliferation rate and advanced clinical 

stage. The +12 may be a secondary abnormality since it is 

typically identified in a minority of the tumor cells. It is thought to 

confer a worse prognosis. Other abnormalities that have been 

associated with a poor prognosis include deletions at 11q22-23, 

abnormalities of 14q32, and deletions of the p53 locus on 

chromosome 17p13. This structural abnormality reflects the loss 

of genetic information at specific loci and suggests the presence 

of tumor suppression genes which may be involved in the 

pathogenesis of these tumors (Aoun et al., 2004). 

 The current challenge is the identification of CLL patients 

at high risk, at time of diagnosis, for therapy-tailoring that may 

improve their outcome (Ripolles et al., 2006). Molecular-targeted 

therapy, aiming to elucidate the existing genetic aberration, was 

found to play a crucial role in the improvement of patient 

response (Wierda et al., 2000).  
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AIM OF THE WORK 
 

The present study aims to: 

 Evaluate patients with a clinical diagnosis of CLL by IP, 

conventional karyotyping and FISH technique for the 

following chromosomal abnormalities: +12, 17p (p53) 

deletion and 14q32 rearrangement (IgVH). 

 Correlate between chromosomal abnormalities, immuno-

phenotyping and clinical outcome of the disease. 
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WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION 

CLASSIFICATION OF LYMPHOID 

MALIGNANCIES 
 

he World Health Organization (WHO) classification of 

hematopoietic and lymphoid tumors reveals that the 

hematopoietic neoplasms are stratified broadly according to the 

lineage of the neoplastic cells, myeloid, lymphoid, histiocytic/ 

dendritic, or ambiguous lineage. For the mature lymphoid 

neoplasms, further sub-classification and listing is based to 

some extent on the stage of differentiation as compared to a 

postulated normal counterpart (mantle cell lymphoma, follicular 

lymphoma), on morphology (diffuse large B cell lymphoma), 

on clinical presentations or the clinical setting (diffuse large B 

cell lymphoma associated with chronic inflammation), or more 

commonly, on the combination of morphologic, immunopheno-

typic and/or genetic parameters that together allow a specific 

disease entity to be defined (Anaplastic large cell lymphoma, 

ALK positive). The WHO classification of lymphoid tumors is 

listed in (Table 1) (Vardiman, 2009). 
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Table (1): WHO classification of lymphoid neoplasms (2008) 

Precursor lymphoid neoplasms 
B lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma 

B lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma, not otherwise specified 

B lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma with recurrent genetic abnormalities 

B lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma with t(9;22)(q34;q11.2); BCR-ABL 1 

B lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma with t(v;11q23); MLL rearranged 

B lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma with t(12;21)(p13;q22) TEL-AML 1 

(ETV6-RUNX1) 

B lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma with hyperdiploidy 

B lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma with hypodiploidy (hypodiploid ALL) 

B lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma with t(5;14)(q31;q32) IL 3-IGH 

B lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma with t(1;19)(q23;p13.3); E2A-PAX1 

T lymphoblastic leukaemia/lymphoma 
 
Mature B-cell neoplasms 

Chronic lymphocytic leukaemia/small lymphocytic lymphoma 

B-cell prolymphocytic leukaemia 

Splenic B-cell marginal zone lymphoma 

Hairy cell leukaemia 

Splenic B-cell lymphoma/leukaemia, unclassifiable 

Splenic diffuse red pulp small B-cell lymphoma 

Hairy cell leukaemia-Variant 

Lymphoplasmacytic lymphoma 

Waldenström macroglobulinemia 

Heavy chain diseases 

Alpha heavy chain disease 
Gamma heavy chain disease 
Mu heavy chain disease 

Plasma cell myeloma 
Solitary plasmacytoma of bone 
Extraosseous plasmacytoma 
Extranodal marginal zone lymphoma of mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue 
(MALT lymphoma) 

Nodal marginal zone lymphoma 
Paediatric nodal marginal zone lymphoma 
Follicular lymphoma 
Paediatric follicular lymphoma 
Primary cutaneous follicle centre lymphoma 
Mantle cell lymphoma 
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), not otherwise specified 

T-cell/histiocyte rich large B-cell lymphoma 
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Table (1): WHO classification of lymphoid neoplasms (2008) (Continue) 

      Primary DLBCL of the CNS 

Primary cutaneous DLBCL, leg-type 

EBV positive DLBCL of the elderly 

DLBCL associated with chronic inflammation 

Lymphomatoid granulomatosis 

Primary mediastinal (thymic) large B-cell lymphoma 

Intravascular large B-cell lymphoma 

ALK positive large B-cell lymphoma 

Plasmablastic lymphoma 

Large B-cell lymphoma arising in HHV8-associated multicentric Castleman 

disease 

Primary effusion lymphoma 

Burkitt lymphoma 

B-cell lymphoma, unclassifiable, with features intermediate between diffuse 

large B-cell lymphoma and Burkitt lymphoma 

B-cell lymphoma, unclassifiable, with features intermediate between diffuse 

large B-cell lymphoma and classical Hodgkin lymphoma 

Mature T-cell and NK-cell neoplasms 
T-cell prolymphocytic leukaemia 

T-cell large granular lymphocytic leukaemia 

Chronic lymphoproliferative disorder of NK-cells 

Aggressive NK-cell leukaemia 

Systemic EBV positive T-cell lymphoproliferative disease of childhood 

Hydroa vacciniforme-like lymphoma 

Adult T-cell leukaemia/lymphoma 

Extranodal NK/T-cell lymphoma, nasal type 

Enteropathy-associated T-cell lymphoma 

Hepatosplenic T-cell lymphoma 
Subcutaneous panniculitis-like T-cell lymphoma 
Mycosis fungoides 
Sézary syndrome 

Primary cutaneous CD30 positive T-cell lymphoproliferative disorders 
Lymphomatoid papulosis 
Primary cutaneous anaplastic large cell lymphoma 

Primary cutaneous gamma-delta T-cell lymphoma 
Primary cutaneous CD8 positive aggressive epidermotropic 
cytotoxic T-cell lymphoma 

Primary cutaneous CD4 positive small/medium T-cell lymphoma 

Peripheral T-cell lymphoma, not otherwise specified 
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Table (1): WHO classification of lymphoid neoplasms (2008) (continue) 

Angioimmunoblastic T-cell lymphoma 

Anaplastic large cell lymphoma, ALK positive 

Anaplastic large cell lymphoma, ALK negative 

 

Hodgkin lymphoma 
Nodular lymphocyte predominant Hodgkin lymphoma 

Classical Hodgkin lymphoma 

Nodular sclerosis classical Hodgkin lymphoma 

Mixed cellularity classical Hodgkin lymphoma 

Lymphocyte-depleted classical Hodgkin lymphoma 

 

Histiocytic and dendritic cell neoplasms 
Histiocytic sarcoma 

Langerhans cell histiocytosis 

Langerhans cell sarcoma 

Interdigitating dendritic cell sarcoma 

Follicular dendritic cell sarcoma 

Fibroblastic reticular cell tumor 

Indeterminate dendritic cell tumor 

Disseminated juvenile xanthogranuloma 

 

Post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorders (PTLD) 

Early lesions 

Plasmacytic hyperplasia 

Infectious mononucleosis-like PTLD 

Polymorphic PTLD 

Monomorphic PTLD (B- and T/NK-cell types) 

Classical Hodgkin lymphoma type PTLD 

(Vardiman, 2009) 
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B-CELL CHRONIC LYMPHOCYTIC  

LEUKEMIA 
 

hronic lymphocytic leukemia is the most common adult 

form of leukemia (Xu et al., 2008). The CLL has an 

incidence of 4/100 000/year in the Western hemisphere. The 

incidence is increasing up to 50/100 000/year after the age of 70 

years, but only 11% of CLL patients are younger than 55 years 

(Eichhorst et al., 2009). 

B-CLL is characterized by the progressive accumulation 

of functionally incompetent mature looking, monoclonal CD5
+
, 

CD19
+
, CD23

+
 B lymphocytes in blood, bone marrow (BM), 

lymph nodes and spleen/liver. The CLL B cells express low 

levels of surface immunoglobulin (Ig) IgM, IgD (10% of those 

on normal B cells), CD21, CD22 and CD79b (Xu et al., 2007).  

The majority of B-CLL lymphocytes in peripheral blood 

(PB) are in the G0 or early G1 phase of the cell-cycle. Defects 

in apoptosis have been associated with the accumulation of 

leukemic cells and disease progression, and presumably account 

for much of the chemotherapy-resistance of this disease. 

However, data indicate that a relatively high proportion of cells 

are also dividing (Messmer et al., 2005, Montserrat and Moreno, 

2008). 

 

C 
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I. ETIOLOGY 

The cause of CLL is unknown. It is the only leukemia 

that is not associated with exposure to ionizing radiation, drugs, 

or chemicals. No convincing evidence exists for a viral etiology 

(Jonsson et al., 2005). The following factors may have a role in 

CLL:  

A. Hereditary Factors 

Epidemiological studies have shown that the risk of CLL 

is increased in relatives of patients with CLL, and therefore, 

strongly suggest that genetic susceptibility to CLL occurs in 5% 

to 10% of patients. At present, no gene has been shown to 

confer an increased risk of CLL. Some, but not all, studies have 

indicated that the mean age at diagnosis of off-springs is 

approximately 10 to 20 years earlier than that of their parents 

(i.e., anticipation) (Daugherty et al., 2005). 

No differences in biology or rates of transformation to 

non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) have been demonstrated 

between familial and sporadic cases of CLL. No data are 

available comparing treatment responses between familial and 

sporadic cases of CLL (Yee and O’Brien, 2006). 

B. Environmental Factors  

Environmental factors do not appear to play a role in the 

pathogenesis of B-CLL. The incidence of CLL was not 

associated with exposure to sunlight, ionizing radiation, known 

carcinogens (Hamblin, 2008). The risk of CLL is not increased 

in those with immunodeficiency syndromes (Jacobs and Wood, 

2002). 
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C. Occupational Factors 

A higher incidence of CLL is seen in some groups of 

workers in the rubber industry. The chemicals used in this 

industry that are linked to the development of CLL include; 

carbon tetra-chloride, carbon disulfide, acetone and ethylacetate. 

The duration and level of exposure to these chemicals appear to 

correlate with the risk of developing leukemia (Rai and Gupta, 

2003). Exposure to 1, 3-butadiene (BD) or to dimethyldithiocar-

bamate (DMDTC) among rubber industry workers was also 

associated positively with leukemia (Delzell et al., 2006). 

Epidemiological studies show that benzene exposure is also 

associated with an increased incidence of CLL (Zhang et al., 

2007), while evidence does not support a causal relationship 

between styrene exposure and any type of human cancer 

(Boffetta et al., 2009). 

II. PATHOGENESIS 

A. Defective Apoptosis 

Cell death by apoptosis is a tightly regulated physiologic 

process, essential for embryonic development and the 

maintenance of tissue homeostasis, which relies on the 

elimination of old, damaged, or infected cells. Deregulation of 

the apoptotic process, leading to either increased or decreased 

cell death, can contribute to the pathogenesis of various 

diseases including autoimmune diseases or cancer. Apoptosis is 

characterized by morphologic and biochemical changes caused 

by activation of a family of proteases called caspases, which are 

pre-existing as inactive zymogen precursors in the cell. 

Activation of caspases is the central event in apoptosis, leading 

to the cleavage of numerous proteins involved in the cell 
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structure, cell cycle control and DNA synthesis and repair 

(Contassot et al., 2007). 

Apoptosis is a programmed cell death which is 

characterized ultra-structurally by cell shrinkage, nuclear 

condensation and fragmentation, membrane blebbing, and 

shedding of apoptotic bodies containing relatively intact 

organelles (Su and Lenardo, 2008). 

Two major apoptotic pathways are present, the 

mitochondria/cytochrome c (intrinsic) pathway and the tumor 

necrosis factor (TNF) death receptor (DR) (extrinsic) pathway. 

These pathways are modulated by a variety of proteins, which 

may be altered in CLL. The bcl-2 family consists of 

approximately 20 members that can either promote or inhibit 

apoptosis. These proteins are located in the cell membrane, 

nuclear membrane, mitochondrial membrane and function by 

binding to other proteins or influencing cell permeability and 

the release of cytochrome c from the mitochondria. Some bcl-2 

family members (bax, bcl-XS, bak and bad) promote apoptosis, 

whereas others (bcl-2, bcl-XL and mcl-1) inhibit apoptosis. In 

addition, another group (bag-1) can influence the activities of 

the other family members (Figure 1) (Johnston, 2004). 

The CLL B-cells express high levels of the anti-apoptotic 

protein “bcl-2”. In addition, the neoplastic B-cells of patients 

with CLL also characteristically express high levels of other 

anti- apoptotic proteins, such as bcl-XL, mcl-1 and bag-1, and 

low levels of the pro-apoptotic proteins bax or bcl-XS. The bcl-2 

and bax proteins form homodimers and heterodimers that 

influence the susceptibility to apoptosis (Kipps, 2006). 
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Figure (1): The two pathways of apoptosis: death receptor (extrinsic) and 

mitochondrial (intrinsic) pathways. Here, the death receptor pathway is triggered 

following binding of FAS ligand (FASL) to the FAS receptor (FAS). FASL 

binding induces clustering of FAS, which in turn recruits the adaptor protein 

FADD (FAS-associated death domain) to form a complex called the death-

inducing signaling complex (DISC). DISC then recruits and activates the initiator 

procaspase-8. Subsequently, activated procaspase-8 triggers a caspase cascade, 

activating downstream executioner caspases, such as caspase-3 and caspase-7, 

which ultimately kill the cell. However, caspase-8 can also activate the 

proapoptotic protein, BID (by cleavage to become truncated tBid), which 

promotes release of cytochrome c from the mitochondria – the “intrinsic” 

pathway. The mitochondrial pathway can be triggered by a variety of cellular 

stresses (e.g. DNA damage, hypoxia, depleted survival factors, or deregulated 

oncogenes). Once released into the cytosol, cytochrome c associates with APAF-

1 to create the apoptosome, a complex that activates procaspase-9. In the 

presence of cytochrome c and the nucleotide dATP/ATP, procaspase-9 is 

autocatalytically activated and can now go on to activate downstream executioner 

caspases, such as caspase-3 and caspase-7. Other proteins that are released from 

the mitochondria include Smac/DIABLO (and probably Htra2/Omi), which bind 

to, and inhibit, IAPs thus preventing caspase-9 and caspase-3 inhibition 

(Pelengaris and Khan, 2006). 
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Several histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi), which 

have recently entered early clinical trials, exert their anticancer 

activity in part through the induction of apoptosis. Induction of 

apoptosis by structurally diverse HDACi in primary cells from 

patients with CLL and different leukemic cell-lines was 

mediated by the bcl-2 regulated intrinsic pathway and 

demonstrated a requirement for de novo protein synthesis 

(Inoue et al., 2007).  

HDACi induce apoptosis primarily through inactivation 

of anti-apoptotic bcl-2 family members by increases in the pro-

apoptotic BH3-only proteins (BCL2 homology domain 3), Bim, 

Noxa and Bmf which preceded the induction of apoptosis. 

Noxa, induced by HDACi, in CLL cells and tumor cell-lines, 

bound extensively to mcl-1, a major anti-apoptotic bcl-2 family 

member present in CLL cells (Inoue et al, 2007). 

B. Genetic Aberrations 

Genetic aberrations can be identified in about 80% of 

CLL cases by FISH analysis (Zenz et al., 2007). The common 

chromosomal abnormalities seen in CLL are: 

The commonest, occurring in over 50% of cases, is 

deletion of part of the long arm of chromosome 13 (del 13q14). 

Patients with this isolated del 13q14 have a good prognosis, 

with survival curves that are even better than those with a 

normal karyotype. Two micro-RNA genes at 13q14, miR15 and 
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miR16, are absent or down-regulated in most cases of CLL. As 

part of normal control of gene expression miR15 and 16 seem 

to target bcl-2, and their absence in CLL appears to be a major 

factor in preventing apoptosis (Cimmino et al., 2005). 

Trisomy 12 is the next commonest abnormality, occurring 

in up to 25% of cases. It is associated with atypical morphology 

and unmutated immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region 

(IgVH) genes, when it carries a worse-than-average prognosis. 

However, those cases associated with mutated IgVH genes are 

usually benign (Sreekantaiah, 2007). 

Deletions at 11q23 occur in between 10% and 20% of 

cases and are associated with a poor prognosis. Patients are 

typically males and have enlarged abdominal lymph nodes. 

With newer therapies remission rates are high, but early relapse 

is typical. Frequently the ataxia-telangiectasia mutated (ATM) 

gene is deleted. This gene is involved in the p53 pathway. 

Austen et al. (2005) have indicated that patients can be split 

into two prognostic groups depending on the mutation status of 

the remaining ATM allele. 

Patients with deletions of 17p13 are only part of a larger 

group with aberrations of the p53 gene which are detectable in a 

variety of ways. They occur in about 5% of untreated cases, and 

typically represent those that are unresponsive to modern 

therapy. Karyotypic evolution occurs, and previously treated 

patients may have up to 30% 17p13 deletions. Patients carrying 
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p53 aberrations have the worst prognosis of all. Survival of less 

than 2 years is common (Shanafelt et al., 2006). 

C. Cytokines  

The CLL cells have receptors to various interleukins 

(ILs), and the levels of IL-4 and IL-8 are elevated in the blood 

of some patients. The addition of IL-4 and IL-8 to CLL cells 

protects them against spontaneous and drug-induced apoptosis. 

A number of other ILs (e.g., IL-1, IL-2, IL-6, and IL-8) can also 

prevent CLL cells from undergoing spontaneous apoptosis, and 

these may be derived from the CLL cells (IL-1, IL-6, and IL-8), 

T cells (IL-2 and IL-4), or stromal cells (Ghia et al., 2005). The 

CLL cells differ from normal CD19
+
 B cells in producing the 

lymphoid stem cell growth factor, IL-7, suggesting that this 

cytokine might also be important in disease pathogenesis .The  

IL-7 does not itself induce proliferation or prevent apoptosis of 

CLL cells in vitro. However, the prevention of apoptosis of 

CLL cells by co-culturing with endothelial cells appears to be 

related to the maintenance of intracellular IL-7 levels, which 

occurs by signaling through the cell-surface β2-integrin. Both 

IL-2 and IL-15 stimulate the proliferation of CLL, but not 

normal B cells. Moreover, IL-2 is sequestered by the CLL cells 

and by the increased serum levels of the IL-2 receptor (TAC 

receptor) seen in this disease, preventing its interaction with 

normal lymphocytes. This may partly explain the immune 

dysfunction seen in CLL (Johnston et al., 2009). 


